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RESPONSIBLE 
HANDLING 
OF IT SCRAP



Mentech’s ECO solutions are designed for those of you who have old IT equipment 
but don’t know how or have the time to get rid of it. Mentech can assist with 
responsible, environmentally friendly disposal of old IT. We can also ensure the 
removal of data from old phones, computers, and more.

Choosing the environmentally friendly path should not be difficult, and at Mentech, 
we will do everything we can to make the eco-friendly option attractive!

All data/information is processed and handled within GDPR guidelines.  
At Mentech, we understand how crucial it is for a company that certain data 
remains confidential. Therefore, we can guarantee that during data clearance, we 
handle your devices with complete confidential data management.

If you’ve requested Mentech for data clearance, you can rest assured that each 
device will be thoroughly examined before and after the data clearing process to 
ensure that there are no traces of data left once the order is completed.
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ECO SOLUTIONS

GDPR COMPLIANT



Mentech’s first ECO Solution is a simple pickup service. Here, you pay a fixed rate per 
kilogram for the collection/responsible disposal of IT scrap.

Mentech’s second ECO Solution is for those with preferences concerning data 
treatment. With this solution, we thoroughly check all devices for data before 
commencing any processing. 

Naturally, we utilize our own secure, tracked vehicles for transportation.
Once we’ve collected your IT equipment, you have one of two options:

With Mentech ECO Wipe solution, we erase all data from the devices and then 
responsibly destroy the units.

With Mentech ECO Recycle solution, we take all valuable devices, wipe data, remove 
any logos, and pass them on to new users. Devices without value are handled 
through the ECO Wipe solution.
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Mentech ECO 1 4,- pr. kilo

Mentech ECO 3 8,- pr. kilo

Mentech ECO Drive 300,- return trip

Mentech ECO Recycle

Mentech ECO Wipe 65,- pr. unit 35,- pr. small unit

THE SOLUTIONS



DO YOU WANT TO
KNOW MORE?
Read more HERE or book a non-binding
meeting with Mentech’s B2B support.

Hovedvejen 9, 
2600 Glostrup

SMS 7171 5050
B2B Support 70 666 903


